We show that an isomorphism between two reflexive operator algebras on Hilbert space with commutative subspace lattices (CSL) is automatically continuous and induces an isomorphism between the lattices. For such algebras with completely distributive subspace lattices, CDC algebras, the "quasi-spatially" implemented isomorphisms are shown to be exactly those that preserve the rank of all tinite-rank operators.
We present some examples of nonspatial isomorphisms and discuss some sufftcient conditions on the lattices that ensure that all isomorphisms be spatially implemented.
The relationship between isomorphisms and derivations of CSL algebras is also investigated.
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PRELIMINARIES
A map from one Banach algebra into another has both an algebraic character (e.g., is it a homomorphism?) and a topological character (is it continuous?).
If the algebras consist of operators acting on some space, then the map may have a spatial character as well (is it spatially implemented?).
In this paper we show that an isomorphism between two reflexive operator algebras on Hilbert space with commutative subspace lattices is automatically continuous and induces an isomorphism between the lattices.
For such algebras with completely distributive subspace lattices, CDC algebras, the "quasi-spatially" implemented isomorphisms are shown to be exactly those that preserve the rank of all finite-rank operators. Finally we present some examples of nonspatial isomorphisms and discuss some sufficient conditions on the lattices that ensure that all isomorphisms be spatially implemented.
The relationship between the algebraic, topological, and spatial properties of maps has been the subject of much study. p of a C*-algebra must be spatially implemented in case lip -111 < 2 (l being the identity isomorphism). If &, and G!~ are strictly dense subalgebras of the algebras of all bounded operators on Banach spaces ,X, and &, respectively, and if .a/l and .c& contain finite-rank operators, then Rickart [ 181 has shown that any algebraic isomorphism from .&, to XI? is not only continuous, but spatially implemented.
Ringrose obtained the same conclusion for isomorphisms between nest algebras [ 191, and Lambrou [ 131 has an even stronger result in case the algebras in question are reflexive with lattices that are completely atomic and complemented. A recurrent theme in the above work is the exploitation of rank-one operators.
Laurie and Longstaff [ 151 have recently obtained a result concerning density of rank-one operators in certain reflexive algebras of operators on Hilbert space, namely, those algebras whose lattice is commutative and completely distributive;
we call these CDC algebras. Specifically, their result is that the collection of finite sums of rank-one operators in a CDC algebra is strongly dense in that algebra. We use this result to investigate isomorphisms of CDC algebras.
This work is a direct generalization of Ringrose's results in [ 191 and to some extent is modeled upon Lambrou's paper on homomorphisms of algebras with Boolean lattices [14] . We would like to thank A. Hopenwasser, C. Laurie, and T. Trent for many enlightening conversations, Let .Y? be a complex separable Hilbert space. A .suhspace lattice 6u is a strongly closed lattice of orthogonal projections on .X, containing 0 and I. If Y is a subspace lattice, Alg 9 denotes the algebra of all bounded operators on .A' that leave invariant every projection in Y. Alg P' is a weakly closed subalgebra of d(X ), the algebra of all bounded operators on Y. Dually, if .d is a subalgebra of .W(.X), then Lat .c/ is the lattice of all projections invariant for each operator in .R/. An algebra .w' is rq/le.yiw if .d = Alg Lat ,QI and a lattice 2 is reflexive if Y = Lat Alg 9'. A lattice Y' is a commutative subspace lattice, or CSL, if each pair of projections in Y) commute; Alg D% is then called a CSL algebra. All lattices in this paper will be commutative. Since every CSL is reflexive [I], reflexivity of lattices will CXFFATHER AND MOORF:
nut be a problem. A totally ordered (and thus commutative) subspace \at-tice is called a nest, and the associated reflexive algebra is a nesl ~/&vu.
Let Y be a lattice and let E be a projection in 9. We define E =V(F:FEY,F% E),
A lattice 9 is called completely! distributiw if E, = E for every E in Y. There is a standard lattice-the&c definition of complete distributivity which Longstaff has shown equivalent to this one [ 161. If 9 is completely distributive and commutative, we will call Alg 6v a CDC algebra.
If x and J' are vectors in X, we use the notation x @JT for the rank-one operator defined by (x @~)+f'= (.I; X) ~7. The following lemma, due to Longstaff [B] , will get repeated use. . This result provides a striking example of the duality between a subspace lattice property and a topological property of the corresponding invariant algebra. THEOREM 1.2 (Laurie, Longstaff). Let 2 be a cummutatiz;e subspuce iuttice. Then Y is completely distributive (f and only +%, is ultraweukly dense in Alg 9.
By an isamorphism p: Alg 5& --) Alg Y2 we mean a strictly algebraic isomorphism, that is, a bijective, linear, multiplicative map. No assumption is made about the continuity of p in any topology. If T is a bounded invertible operator and LPI is a subspace lattice, then the collection &= fran(T--lET): EEY-} also forms a subspace lattice, and the map &4 ) = TA T-' is an isomorphism of Alg 2, onto Alg ~55~. In this case we say that the isomorphism p is spatially im@mented, or simply spatiul. A slightly weaker condition is that p be quasi-spatial; in this case we drop the assumption that T be bounded but we require that T be one-to-one with dense domain 9, that 2 be an invariant linear manifold for Alg P', and that Proqfl Let E,, = V{ E: E E 5? and E # I). By definition, EO* = A\CE-~ : E 4 E,J. But if E $ E, then Em = I. Thus E,, = I and since .!P is completely distributive, E0 = E,, = I. Now let E,=A\(E :EEF and E#O).
Evidently, E, = A{E : E 4 Oi = 0, = 0 by complete distributivity. Thus V(E' : EEL, E#O)=(/j\(Em : E6.9, E#O))'=I.
A REDUCTION FORMULA
Before proceeding, we present a result which greatly simplifies any discussion of isomorphisms of CSL algebras. Specifically, an isomorphism of two algebras is the composition of a spatially implemented isomorphism and an automorphism of a special kind. The result, due essentially to Ringrose [ 19, Theorems 4.1 and 4.21, was originally formulated for nest algebras and its proof is included here for the reader's convenience. Alan Hopenwasser noticed the distilled version presented here. We first note that any CSL algebra Alg 9 contains a maximal abelian self-adjoint subalgebra (masa) which contains .Y. [4] there exist a Hilbert space coo and an invertible operator P: .%$ + <%$ such that for all G in Q, the operator K, = PF, P ' is a projection on ,x1. Now let x(A ) = Pq5(A ) P ' for each A in Alg -I/:. It is easy to see that the range of x is the algebra Alg{X(E): EE 9 1 of operators on &), and that x is an isomorphism.
Each projection in .J?' has the form E,, for some G, and x(E,) = K, is self-adjoint. Since linear combinations of projections are dense in Zf, we have x(M)* = x(M*) for each M in I K. Let x,~, be the restriction of x to .K. Then z./, is a bounded *-isomorphism of I M onto the Banach *-algebra x(.U). We assert that x(. 24) is actually a masa. Suppose that BE x(, &')'. Then, in particular, B commutes with x(E) for every E in Y, so that BE Alg{ X(E): E E 50 ). Thus x-'(B) makes sense and 1 '(B)E .N'. Since .N' = .K it follows that BE;c(,K). Thus x.# is a *-isomorphism of masas, and consequently [4] can be implemented by a unitary operator C': -3$ + 3', , where x ,((M) = C'*MU. Finally, define the isomorphism p: Alg Y1 + Alg I/: by
Then p is an automorphism of Alg Y, If ME I @,
Moreover,
Set Y = UP and the result is proved.
Remark 1. This theorem holds for an isomorphism 4: .cS, + ~.4*, where <GI, and c&Z are not necessarily reflexive, but are assumed only to contain masas. In fact, one need not even assume that &, , J& are closed. Consequently, in such cases, to prove continuity or the spatial character of 4, one needs only do so for p. The fact that p(E) = E for all EE 9 makes p much easier to deal with than 4.
Remurk 2. There is a theorem due to Wermer [20] which might be used in place of the theorem of Dixmier employed in the proof of Theorem 2.1. Specifically the theorem says that if .Y is a a-complete bounded Boolean algebra of projections, then there is a bounded invertible operator S so that SQS~ ' is self-adjoint for each Q ~9. We are indebted to the referee for calling this theorem to our attention. It should be obseved that this corollary can be proved directly, without recourse to Theorem 2.1. One simply observes that if E E 9,) then d(E) is an idempotent in Alg 6c;, and the projection onto the range of d(E) is invariant for all A E Alg &; consequently, the projection lies in y2, and the rest is simple verification.
AUTOMATIC CONTINUITY
In [2] , Christensen proves that derivations on CSL algebras are automatically norm-continuous. A variation of this proof works well for isomorphisms. THEOREM 3.1. Let -4"; and .5!?f be commutative subspuce lattices on Hilbert spaces & and X2, respectively, and let 4: Alg 9, -+ Alg Tz be an algebraic isomorphism. Then 4 is uniformly bicontinuous.
Proof Let &' be a masa in Alg 9,) containing 9,. From Theorem 2.1 we immediately assume that 9, = P'* = 9 and p(M) = M for each ME Jz'. For each projection E in A, define the map #E: Alg 9 -+ Alg 9 by #,(A) = #(A) E. For some projections E in JZ, it may be that ds is continuous; in particular if 4, is continuous the theorem is proved. Let & = { EE -4': E is a projection and db is norm-continuous}.
8 is nonempty because of the zero projection.
Observe we can obtain a maximal E, for which 4"' is continuous, and show that Ef is finite-dimensional. Thus, there exist finite collections of rank-one projections in ~4!, say E,, , E,, ,..., EO,,, and E,, , El2 ,..., E ,,,,, such that E,i = C:= i E,,, and Et = C,"=, E,,. On the other hand, the map fails to be continuous.
Hence, at least one of the maps, say A H E,j&,4) Eo,, also fails. Let E,, =e@e and E,, =f@f, llell = li,f'll = 1. Then IIE,,&A) 41, II = Il~W,,~&i)ll = lM(.k.f) eOf)ll
This shows that the map A ++E,,d(A) E,, is indeed continuous and provides the contradiction which finishes the proof.
Remark. For CDC algebras, a different argument, making use of rankone operators, shows that isomorphisms are also continuous, where the topology in question is the weak operator topology on both algebras. The facts concerning weakkweak continuity for the more general class of CSL algebras are not known. The above proof also works for some nonreflexive algebras as well when the algebras contain masas, so that the decomposition of Theorem 2.1 applies.
SPATIAL IMPLEMENTATION
It is clear that a spatially implemented isomorphism preserves the property of being rank-one. The fact that the converse holds in the nest algebra and atomic Boolean situations provides the key ingredient in the work of Ringrose [19] and Lambrou [ 131. As we have mentioned, an isomorphism between two CSL algebras with completely distributive lattices may fail to preserve rank-oneness, and thus fail to be spatial. However, quasi-spatial implementation and preservation of every finite rank are equivalent; this fact is the central result of the paper. (i) p is quasi-spatial, implemented by a closed, injective linear truns-,formation T: C-X; + X2 whose range and domain are dense.
(ii) p preserves the rank qf every ,finite-rank operator,' that is, rank@(R)) = rank R ,for all,finite-rank R. LEMMA 4.2. Let 9 be a commutative subspace lattice. There exists a vector y. such thut for every F in 9 { AFyO: A E Alg Y )-is dense in F.
Proof This lemma follows from Arveson's representation theorem [ 1, Theorem 1.3.11; however, we shall present a direct proof. 5? is contained in a maximal abelian von Neumann algebra .&', which has a separating vector yo. Let yI;= Fy, and suppose that for GE 040, G 6 F and y,,-E G. Then Gy,, = GFy,, = Gy,. = ~2~ = Fy,,. Since F and G lie in ,&', and ~1~ separates K, G = F. Now let F, be the closure of the linear manifold { Ay,:: A E Alg Ye). F, is invariant for each B in Alg 9, and thus F, E 9 (9 being reflexive). On the other hand, F, is obviously the smallest projection containing yf and invariant under Alg 9. Thus F, = F, as required.
Remark.
We could just as easily have made this argument using the lattice 9' = {F': FE PL"\i and the algebra Alg(Y') = (Alg sP)* = {A*: A E Alg Y 1.. We would then have a vector .yO with the property that for each G E Y. [ A*G '.Y": A E Alg P )-is dense in G'. For reasons that will become clear, we denote by X~ not the vector F'.K,, but rather F1 xg. Thus, for each FE 9, { A*.u,:: A E Alg 9 i is dense in FL (if F' = 0, xp = 0).
For the remainder of this section, 9, , Yz, and p will be fixed and will satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1, and y,, and X~ will be as above. By Corollary 2.2 we have that 9" is completely distributive and by Theorem 2.1 we assume that 9, = 9" ( = 9, for convenience) and p(M) = M for all A4 in the masa J". Since the implication (i) * (ii) is easy, we focus attention on proving (ii) * (i). Thus we assume that p preserves the rank of every finite-rank operator.
Note first that for J E F, x E F' , p(x0.r) has rank one and so there exist ,f; g in K such that p(x 0~1) =,f@g. The next lemma establishes that ,f can be chosen to depend only on x, and g only on ~1. We now define T on vectors of the form Ay,., with A E Alg 9, by considering the following equalities:
The equalities show that if A?',..= BJ~, then p(A) g = p(B) g. Thus, if J'= AJ~ we write TV = p(A) g and T is well defined. The same equalities now show that p(x,:@y) =f@ Ty, for y of the form Al',;. Now p is continuous and therefore bounded by Theorem 3.1, and so so T is bounded and can thus be extended to the closure of (A,)sF: A E Alg U}, that is, to F. The equation will continue to hold by continuity of p and T. Furthermore, since g E F and p(A) E Alg 9, T maps F into F. Now let A E Alg 2 and define SA *xP = p(A)*$ In exactly the same way we show that S is well defined, bounded, and extends to all of FL.
We have, for A, To prove that T maps F onto F we note that since T is bounded below we need only show that the range of T is dense in F. Let P be the projec-tion onto the closure of the set { TAy,:: A E Alg 9). It suffices to show that P = F. Since TAy,.= p(A) g and p(Alg W) = Alg 27, P is invariant for each operator in Alg 9' and so P = F, for some F,, E L. In fact it is clear that F,, is the smallest projection in .&' containing K. Since go F, F,, < F. On the other hand, F, = p(F,), so g = p(F,,) g = TF,y,. and since T is one-to-one, F,,yp=yF.
Thus Y,-E Fo, but F is the smallest projection in 2' containing y,. Thus F< F, and thus F0 = F. The operator S is treated in the same way.
The operators T and S were constructed with the projection F fixed. We now refer to them as T,,. and S,; and try to fit together the T,'s and S,..'s into operators T and S defined on the whole space .F such that whenever .xOy E Alg 2. Note that if F~-#I, if E < F, and if J E E and x E F! then also 4' E F and p(.x@y) = S,.-x0 T,y. On the other hand, .YEF+ <El, so p(x 0~) = S,x 0 TLy. Thus there exists a complex number R such that T,J~= iT, y and S,;.l-= %,.r. Since s and J' may vary independently, i does not depend on X, y but only on E and F. We call it j.h-P and have T,; = i,r T,: / E and S,. = T.L,b S, 1 F' Let 9 be the collection of all projections F in x' such that FfO and F-#I. Suppose that E and F lie in 9 and that E and F are comparable: that is, either Ed F or F6 E. In the former case, AeF has already been defined; in the latter, define Thus A,, is defined whenever E and F are comparable, and it is easy to check that LEG = it,,I,., whenever each pair from (E, F, G} is comparable. We define a chain from E to F to be a finite sequence of projections E,, E, ,..., E,, each in 9, such that E,, = E, E, = F, and such that E, is comparable to E, + , for each k = 0, l,..., n -1. If E, FE 9, and if there is a chain from E to F, we would like to define AEF to be bE&E2~~~ ibA2E" , I.,-,F. Since there may be more than one chain from E to F, we need to ask whether such a product is well defined; the following lemma is the necessary one. If {E,,, E, ,..., E,} is a chain and if E, = E,, we call the chain a cycle of length n. We refer to the product as the l-product of the cycle (or chain). We proceed by contradiction. Suppose that the product above is not always 1 for every cycle, and let M be the smallest integer for which there is a cycle of length n yielding a j,-product which is not 1. It is easy to check that n must be larger than 3. Let {E,,..., E,} be a cycle whose A-product is not 1; any shorter cycle has A-product 1.
First, we observe that the inclusions in the chain must alternate, that is, ifE,-,<E,,thenE,>E,+,.If,onthecontrary,E, ,<E,<E,+,,orif E, l>E,>E,+,, we would have
so that the product fly=-: jUE,E,, , can be written as a j.-product of a shorter chain, and would therefore be 1. Thus, the inclusions alternate, and as a result, the integer n must be even. We can represent the situation by a lattice drawing, Fig. 1 (here n = 8, E, = E,, and E % F means that F-C E). Since the inclusions alternate we can assume (by cyclically re-numbering if necessary) that each odd-numbered projection is less than the two adjacent ones, and each even-numbered projection is larger than the two adjacent ones:
for all appropriate k, and of course E,, , < E,, = E,,.
E7 Es FIGURE I
Now suppose that two odd-numbered projections have nonzero intersection; again cyclically renumbering if necessary, we suppose that one of the projections is E, : E, n E,,, = E # 0, 36mdn-1,modd.
The lattice picture has the form depicted in Fig. 2 . The cycles {&, E3,..., Em, , , E,,,, 6 E2} and {&, E, E,, ,, Em+2,..., 6, ,, 4,) each have length less than n (the lengths are m and n -m + 1, respectively), and thus in contradiction to our assumption. Thus, every pair of odd-numbered projections has zero intersection.
Next, suppose that two even-numbered projections have span F, and that F~-#I (i.e., FE 9). An argument analogous to the one above demonstrates that the A-product of {E,, E, ,..., E,, , , EC)) is I, again a con- Recall that the isomorphism p preserves rank; hence p(R) has rank (n/2) -1 as well. On the other hand, since Ezk + , < E,,, we have whenever there is a chain connecting E to F. We know that A,, will turn out to be the same for any other chain E, E;, EL,..., En ~, , F from E to F, by applying the lemma to the cycle E, E, ,..., E, 1, F, E:, ~ , ,...> E2, E; , E. In a nest, any two projections can be connected by a chain of length n = 1. Other lattices, unfortunately, may require chains of arbitrary length to connect two projections. Indeed, there may be no chain connecting certain pairs. For instance, consider the lattice (0, E, EL, Z), where E is any projection. It is clear that no chain connects E to El. Notice that in this case the algebra decomposes as a direct sum, and any isomorphism acts, in effect, on each summand separately. It turns out that the only way in which two projections can fail to be connectable by a chain is for this sort of direct sum to appear (see Lemma 4.8) .
For later reference, we want to keep up with the size of j.,,, as the length of chain necessary to connect E to F varies. Recall that 9 denoted the collection of all E in 9 such that E # 0 and Em # I. Fix E in B and let $9; = {FE 9: F can be connected to E by a chain of length k, where k d n ). Let 9& = Un 9%. The quantity lipll IIp 'I/ is no smaller than 1, so we do not expect the i.,, to be universally bounded over all of YE; indeed, later examples will show that they need not be. To each F in YE we have associated operators T, and S, such that p(x@y)=S,xOT,-y, whenever x E FA and y E F.
Let TF=lEFTp and ,!?,=n,S,. Since APEI.,,= we have p(x @ y) = 3,x@ TFy for appropriate x and y. Observe that if F, GE gEC and G < F, then A,, = A&.,,.
Reason: if {E, E ,,..., E,, F} is a chain from E to F then (E, E, ,..., E,, F, G} is a chain from E to G. Thus, if y E G, we have p, y = )eEG T,y= ItiEPAFC; T, y. On the other hand, by definition of Proof, The irreducibility and Lemma 4.8 guarantee that there is only one GE, By Lemma 4.7, there exist densely defined transformations To and So such that p(x By) = SOx @ Toy whenever x @ y E Alg 9. Recall that the domain of T,, which we denote by 9( To), is the (nonclosed) linear span of the projections F for which F # 1. Let FE .F and suppose that y E F, x E FI_, Then for any A E Alg 9, AJ E F and we have 
(ii) 3 (i)
. A s usual, we can immediately suppose that 2, = Tz and that p(M) = M for all M in a masa ~8 which contains 2. Let E E die be a projection with Ei # 0, and consider the collection $. defined before Lemma 4.6. If $!YE = 9 then Proposition 4.9 is in effect. If YE# 9 then there exists FE 5 with F$ gE, such that G,G,= G,GE= 0. We proceed in this way, creating a sequence {GEt} of mutually orthogonal projections in 6p. We shall suppress the E and write simply Gi. The separability of 3 guarantees that there are no more than countably many G,, and, because V {F: FE 9 ) = 1, VG, = 1. Thus, G: = Vi,, Gi is also in 6p, and the algebra Alg 2 can be written as the direct sum C,@ Alg(G,ZG,).
(This is a slight abuse of notation; the projections in GiYGj are meant to act on the range of G;, not on 2.) Since p(G,) = G,, the algebra Alg(G,.YG,) is invariant under p and p can also be written as a direct sum: p = C@ p,, where p,: Alg(G,YG,) -+ Alg (G,YG,) is an isomorphism of Alg(G;YG,). Clearly, each pi preserves rank and by Proposition 4.9, there is a closed map T, with domain and range dense in G, such that pi(A)Ti= T,A for all AE Alg(G,5!Gi).
Set T=CO T,. It is a simple matter to check that T satisfies all the requirements, and the proof is complete.
One would also like to know under what conditions the implementing operator can be chosen to be bounded, with bounded inverse. For each FE 9 the operator TF is bounded and can in fact be chosen to have any norm whatever. Since F,= AEFTF, it is therefore necessary to know when the set {A,} is bounded both above and below. By Lemma 4.6, this will be the case provided there is some n for which 3;= YE. If Alg dp splits as a direct sum, there is no harm in adjusting the norm of T on each irreducible piece. In order to state the next theorem conveniently, we define the following "distance" function on 9: if E, FE 9, let fi( E, F) be the smallest n such that FE 32 otherwise, let 6(E, F) = x0. THEOREM 4.10. Assume the conditions of Theorem 4.1 und suppose in addition that there is a positive number K such that, ,for all E, FE 9, either 6(E, F) <K or 6(E, F) = x8. Then p is implemented by a bounded invertible operator.
We omit the details.
EXAMPLES
In this section we present a class of examples to show that some ranks may be preserved while others are not, and that isomorphisms may be quasi-spatial without being spatial,
The algebras LZ!.., and JS?'~ have been discussed at some length in [S, 71; we refer the reader to those papers for a careful definition. For our purposes it suffices to say that the algebras S& are tridiagonal matrices, of size 2n x 2n, of the form -1 * * * * * * and, once again, the lattice is commutative and completely distributive. In fact, these lattices are the join of two commuting nests (pairwise). Such lattices are defined as width-2 by Arveson [ 1] and the algebra Alg dp is then the intersection of two nest algebras. It is somewhat surprising that many properties which hold for nest algebras do not extend to this natural class of CSL algebras. has rank 2, whereas its image under p has rank 3.
Remark. While it is true that, in CDC algebras, every finite-rank operator can be written as a sum of rank-one operators, it may be necessary to use more terms in the sum than the rank of the operator. For example, the matrix of the last example cannot be written as the sum of two rank-one operators in .z+,. For further discussion of this phenomenon, we refer to [9] . It is easy to check that no bounded operator can implement p. Moreover, using arguments like those in [6] one can easily see that any automorphism p: .JzZ= + LZZ~ preserves rank and by Theorem 4.1 must therefore be quasi-spatial. Finally, using arguments as in [6] one can compute the quotient of Aut &'= by the spatial automorphisms.
GUARANTEEING PRESERVATION OF RANK
In this section we use Theorem 4.1 to provide further sufficient conditions on the lattice 9 to ensure that all isomorphisms are quasi-spatial. These results directly generalize Ringrose's theorem. It may be quite difficult to find necessary and sufficient conditions; some examples of Lambrou [14] suggest that the situation, even for completely distributive lattices, can be very complicated. In view of Theorem 2.1 we restrict attention to masa-fixing automorphisms. The first lemma shows when preservation of rank-one operators guarantees preservation of rank for many other finite-rank operators. since E is invariant for R. If x # 0, S,x # 0, and so for any YE E, p(R) T,y = T,Ry. Since R = RE and T, is one-to-one, we see that the ranks of p(R) and of R must be equal. and Yz are commutative and 3, is completely distributive. Suppose that 9, contains a net {E,) of projections such that E, --r 1 (strongly) and, for each CI, E,-# 1. Then p is quasi-spatial.
Proof As usual, we reduce immediately to the case that 55'i = SC; and p fixes each operator in a masa &!. In [14] We now use Lemma 6.1. Suppose that R is now a finite-rank operator; then the ranks of p(RE,) and of RE, are equal. Since rank can only be an integer, there must be an x for which rank(RE,) = rank(R) and rank(p(RE,)) = rank(p(R)). (Note that II,!-RE, 11 + 0 in the same way as before.) Consequently, p preserves all finite ranks and, by Theorem 4.1, p is quasi-spatial.
We remark that the sufficient condition of Theorem 6.2 is by no means necessary. For instance, an atomic Boolean lattice admits only quasispatial automorphisms, but does not in general contain a net {E, > as above.
We show below that this result applies to lattices generated by finitely many commuting independent nests. Recall that an interoal from a nest 11p is a projection of the form E -F where E, FE 9 and Fd E. A collection of nests 9, ,..., dip, is called independent if, whenever I, is an interval from q, then Q= r Z, # 0. For example, the two nests used to determine JI$;, and &', are not independent. Yet for JZ& each automorphism is quasi-spatial as noted in Example 5.3. On the other hand, if 6" is the tensor product of nests 9, and SC; then 5!? is generated by the independent nests 9, @I, and I,0 =% C61.
We first require a lemma, which is a sort of converse of Lemma 1.1. LEMMA 6.3. Let 2 he a commutative subspace lattice, let EE 2, and suppose that x is a vector with the property that, for all y E E, x @ y E Alg 9.
Then x~E'.
Prooj
Suppose that FE 9 and that F 2 E. Then there exists a vector yeE A F', y#O. Since x@yEAlg9 we have Since Fly=y#O, it must be that Fx=O. Now E =V{FEZ: F 2~ E}; so E-x=0, that is, XE E' Recall that if P'r and -Iz; are two commutative subspace lattices, then Alg(?Zr v &) = Alg yI n Alg Pz,. The proof of the next lemma is due to Alan Hopenwasser. LEMMA 6.4. Let { 5$} r= , be a finite collection of commuting independent nests, and let 9 be the lattice generated by { d;L:}y=, . Suppose that E, E Z:, O#E,#I, andlet E=E, A E, A ." A E,. Then
where the subscript ~ refers to the lattice Y,for E, and to the lattice z. for each E,.
Proof For simplicity we present the proof in the case n = 2 and omit the obvious modifications for the general case. So, we have E=E, A E,,
First, observe that if F, E .Yr and F, < E,, then, by independence, the intervals (E, -F,) and (E, -0) intersect nontrivially. The intersection is a subspace of E, A E, but not of F,; consequently, F, 3 E, A E,. Thus, we have E =(E, A E2) >v{F,~lf:
Similarly, Em >(E2) and so Em >(E,) v (E,) The other inclusion follows easily from the preceding lemma. Suppose that x~(E,)i A (E2)i and that GEE, A E,. In particular, x~(E,)i and JJE E,, so x@y~ Alg 9,. But, by the same token, .u@y~ Alg SC;. Thus x@ y E (Alg 9,) n (Alg Spz) = Alg(9, v Y*). Now apply the lemma to see that x E (E, A Ez)l Since x was arbitrary, it follows that (E,)' A (E,)' A <(E, A El)!, which, together with the first inclusion completes the proof. THEOREM 6.5. Let 9, be generated by finitely many commuting independent nests, let Y2 be any commutative subspace lattice, and let 4: Alg 2, -+ Alg Y2 he an algebraic isomorphism. Then q5 is spatially! implemented.
Proof: As usual we assume that 9, = .JZ~ = 9 and that 4 is an automorphism whose restriction to a masa "4' is the identity. Let 5e=Y, v '.. v Yn where 3 is a nest, and, from each 5$, choose a sequence ,!?I" converging strongly to the identity, with El') # 1. Let EC') = EC" * . . . A E('). Then (E"')? = (Pi")5 A ... A (Et))?, which is nonzerd because of" the independence of the nests. Moreover, E"'-+ 1 because multiplication is strongly continuous on bounded sets. Thus we can invoke Theorem 6.2 to see that 4 is quasispatially implemented.
To finish the proof and show that 9 is in fact spatially implemented, we use Theorem 4.10. Let H= {E, A E2 A .'. A E,: E,czz}.
Then H generates 9. Consequently, if E E Y then there is a projection FE H such that E A F # 0, and so 6(E, F) < 2 (see Theorem 4.10 for the definition of 6) and we may assume that F= E, A ... A E, with E, # I. It is easy to see that if F, F' E H, then 6(F, F) < 2 (i.e., E, A E, and E; A E; both contain (E, A E') A (E, A E;), which is nonzero by independence of the nests). Hence, if E, E' E Y we have 6(E, E') < 6 and the proof is complete.
DERIVATIONS AND AUTOMORPHISMS
For Banach algebras, derivations and automorphisms are always related. In particular, if 6: ,d + .d is a bounded derivation, then the exponential e' is an automorphism, as can be verified by consideration of the infinite series. Suppose now that d = Alg 9, with Y commutative, and such that every isomorphism is quasi-spatially implemented. For each complex number z the exponential e'* is an automorphism, so there is a possibly unbounded but closed and densely defined linear transformation T, so that for each A E Alg P and each x in the domain of T,, e'"(A) T,x= T,Ax, (*I If 9 is completely distributive, then the domain of every T; contains 9, the (nonclosed) span of {FE 9: Fp #I}. Thus Eq. (*) holds for every x E 9 and every z E C:. Assume temporarily that the function z H Tz is differentiable, that is, for every XE~, ye Y? the map ZH (T,x, y) is an analytic function from C into C. We then take derivatives, holding A and x fixed, (hez6)( A) Tz x + eza( A)( T;)'x = ( TJ'Ax.
Evaluate when z = 0 and observe that we can take To = 1: and assuming the analyticity of z + T,, the derivation 6 has been shown to be quasi-spatial, namely 6 = Ad( YO).
The transformation TZ is not uniquely determined by Eq. (*) in that T= can always be adjusted by multiplying by a scalar-valued function; if T7 satisfies (*), so does f(z) TZ, where f': @ + @ is any function at all-not necessarily analytic. We need to find one function ,f so that the map z-f(z) T, is analytic. To simplify the situation, we look at rank-one operators A. Let EE 9,  and let UEE~, y E E. Suppose that some assignment z H T, is given; we want to find a function f: @ + @ so that the map z H,~(z) T= is analytic. Note that T;* makes sense since T, is closed and densely defined; note also that the domains of TT and ( T;J')* each contain every FL, with FE 9, F-# I. If U, y are held fixed, the function z H e"(u By) is clearly analytic. Thus the right-hand side (T-')*u@ TZ y is analytic. We want to find a function f: @ --+ C so that z +-+ f (z) TJJ is an analytic function for each y. In fact, such a function exists, but the argument above uses only the fact that the map z-f(z) T, is differentiable at z = 0, which will allow us to simplify the proof. Thus we combine the remarks preceding this lemma with the lemma to obtain our final result. 
